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The auditory continuity phenomenon occurs when listening to a series of alternating high- and
low-level tones: instead of perceiving this intermittence, listeners often report hearing a continuous
tone upon which is superimposed a series of intermittent tones. The temporal limits to the perception
of this phenomenon are investigated, as well as effects of task instructions on it. A
loudness-matching paradigm developed previously@McAdams et al., J. Acoust. Soc. Am.130,
1580–1591~1998!# provided both an objective indication of this phenomenon and an indication of
its strength. In the studies reported here, the phenomenon was observed reliably when the low-level
tones were at least half the duration of the high-level tones: the greater the duration ratio between
low-level and high-level tones, the stronger the phenomenon. Duty-cycle duration did not affect the
strength of this phenomenon. It proved to be particularly robust as its strength was unaffected by
task instructions, level of expertise, and repetition. A model is proposed in which adjusted levels
depend on the relative levels of the high- and low-level tones weighted by relative duration and
attentional focusing. ©1999 Acoustical Society of America.@S0001-4966~99!00412-9#

PACS numbers: 43.66.Cb, 43.66.Mk, 43.66 Lj@SPB#
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INTRODUCTION

The phenomenon of auditory continuity or auditory i
duction may occur when listening to a series of alternat
high- and low-level tones: instead of perceiving this alter
tion, listeners often report hearing a continuous low-le
tone upon which is superimposed a series of intermitt
tones~Thurlow and Elfner, 1959; Warren, Obusek, and Ac
roff, 1972!. Traditional loudness models~Zwicker, 1977!
have difficulty accounting for this continuity phenomen
~henceforth referred to simply as ‘‘the phenomenon’’!. How-
ever, Warren~1982! proposed an explanation in terms of
subtractive process derived from his auditory induct
theory which proposes that a portion of the internal repres
tation of the louder sound is subtracted or reallocated
serve as a substrate for synthesis of the apparently con
ous fainter sound. Bregman~1990! has also proposed a the
oretical framework which can interpret these findings:
auditory system organizes the auditory scene before com
ing perceptual attributes of events. Thus, the phenome
occurs because of a bottom-up perceptual mechanism w
he has called the ‘‘old-plus-new’’ listening strategy: th
‘‘old’’ information is composed of the low-level tones an

a!Preliminary work leading to this study was reported at the 4th Fre
Congress of Acoustics, Marseille~C. Drake and S. McAdams, ‘‘The Con
tinuity illusion: Role of temporal sequence structure,’’ Actes du He Co
grès Franc¸ais d’Acoustique, Marseille, 1997, Vol. 1, pp. 519–522!.

b!Address correspondence to C. Drake, Laboratoire de Psychologie Ex´ri-
mentale, 28 rue Serpente, 75006, Paris, France. Electronic m
drake@idf.ext.jussieu.fr
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an equivalent part of the high-level tones, and the ‘‘new
information is composed of the remaining part of the hig
level tones. The auditory system considers that the old in
mation does not stop, but continues throughout the time
riod occupied by the new information. An interpolation
performed between the properties of the low-level sou
occurring before and after the interrupting sound~Ciocca and
Bregman, 1987!. Thus, the high-level tones are in fact sep
rated into two parts: one attributed to the continuous to
and one attributed to the intermittent tones.

The old-plus-new strategy allows two predictions co
cerning the perception of the phenomenon. First, it sho
only be perceived if the old events~the low-level tones! are
well established. Thus, the longer the old tones are in r
tion to the new tones, the stronger should be the phen
enon. Second, it should be very robust because it res
from a relatively low-level process, occurring before lou
ness attribution. Thus, it should be:~1! observed in all sub-
jects,~2! unaffected by task constraints and instructions, a
~3! unaffected by training and practice.

Previous studies have examined some limiting factors
the perception of this phenomenon: it does not occur if
high- and low-level tones are separated from each othe
short pauses and nonabrupt transitions, or are presente
separate ears. It only occurs if the two sets of tones differ
certain level differences and are in the same spectral ra
~Bregman and Rousseau, 1991; Houtgast, 1972; McAda
Botte, and Drake, 1998; Thurlow, 1957; van Noorden, 19
Verschuure, Rodenburg, and Maas, 1976; Warren, 19
Warrenet al., 1994; Warren, 1999!. To our knowledge, few
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studies have systematically studied the role of temporal
tors in the continuity phenomenon. McAdamset al. ~1994,
1998!, for example, found that the phenomenon was
served under all temporal conditions examined: the hi
level tones were equal to or shorter in duration than the lo
level tones~high/low duration ratios of 100/100, 200/20
100/300, and 100/700 ms!. In the present study, we examin
two temporal factors that may play a determining role
whether or not the continuity phenomenon is observed:
relative duration of high- and low-level tones and the to
duty-cycle duration~duration of high-level tone plus duratio
of low-level tone!. We therefore examine instances whe
the high-level tones are both longerand shorter than the
low-level tones and where the duty cycle ranges from sh
~150 ms! to long ~2100 ms!. We also examine the robustne
of the phenomenon by comparing the role of instructio
given to the subjects~instructions explicitly concerning the
continuity phenomenon and instructions emphasizing
rhythmic structure without reference to the phenomenon!. In
addition, we also investigated the role of experience in t
sort of task~by comparing experts and novices!, and even-
tual improvements over repeated measures.

We establish whether or not listeners perceived the p
nomenon by using a paradigm developed previously~McAd-
amset al., 1998!. A similar paradigm was developed inde
pendently by Warrenet al. ~1994!, except that they used
modified method-of-limits procedure rather than an adju
ment paradigm. In our paradigm, we measured the perce
loudness of various components of the stimulus: listen
were asked to adjust the loudness of~a! a continuous sound
to equal that of the perceived continuous tone in the re
ence sequence, and~b! the loudness of an intermittent se
quence to equal that of the perceived intermittent sequenc
the reference sequence. Two distinct adjustment patt
were observed depending on the percept. When listeners
ceived the phenomenon, the level of the continous tone
adjusted very near the level of the low tones, but the leve
the intermittent tone was systematically adjusted well be
that of the high tones, as predicted by the old-plus-new
pothesis. When listeners did not perceive the phenome
the level of both components of the reference sequence
adjusted near the physical values. In the present study
use this method to identify the temporal conditions un
which listeners perceive the continuity phenomenon.

I. EXPERIMENT 1: RELATIVE DURATION OF HIGH-
AND LOW-LEVEL TONES

Previous studies have shown that the phenomeno
perceived when the low-level tones~old events alone! have
the same duration as or are longer than the high-level to
~old and new events together!. We predict that the phenom
enon will disappear in the opposite configuration when
low-level tones are shorter than the high-level tones, beca
the old events are not temporally well established. We the
fore measure listeners’ loudness matches to parts of the
erence sequence in order to establish the conditions u
which they perceive the phenomenon. We identify whet
or not listeners perceive the phenomenon by measuring
precision with which they match the levels: previous wo
3530 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 106, No. 6, December 1999 C. Drak
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has established two distinct level-matching patterns w
subjects perceive and do not perceive the phenomenon.
groups of subjects were examined~novices and experts! to
test the role of expertise, and six repeated measures w
made to test the role of practice.

A. Method

1. Subjects

All eight subjects reported normal hearing. They we
all psychology students at the Universite´ René Descartes.
Subjects were divided into two equal-sized groups:
‘‘novices’’ had not previously participated in psychoacous
experiments, and the ‘‘experts’’ had previously participat
in auditory experiments~at least 10 h, but not on the cont
nuity phenomenon! and were musically experienced~had
been playing an instrument for at least 5 years!.

2. Apparatus

Sinusoidal signals were synthesized at a sampling rat
20 kHz with 16-bit resolution on an Oros DSP card co
trolled by a Compaq computer. In the case of alternati
level signals, high and low bursts were processed in differ
channels. The signals were then filtered with a Kem
VBF/24 bandpass filter with cutoff frequencies of 930 a
1070 Hz and248 dB/oct slopes. The filtering of the signa
served for antialiasing. The filtered signals were then rou
through Charybis D programmable attenuators with 0.25-
resolution that were controlled by the computer. The fin
signals were mixed and sent to both earpieces of a TDH
headset. Experimental sessions took place in an IAC sin
walled sound-isolation chamber. Subjects adjusted levels
comparison stimuli with a single-turn potentiometer and s
naled their satisfaction with the adjustment by pressing
button on the response box. At this point the computer p
sented the next trial. Levels at each earpiece were veri
using a Bruel & Kjaer 4153 artificial ear and 2230 soun
pressure meter.

3. Stimuli

Sequences were composed of 1-kHz pure tones w
overlapping 5-ms linear onset and offset ramps. Refere
sequences with alternating levels were composed of e
low-level tones interleaved with seven high-level tones. T
duration of the short tones was 50 or 100 ms, and the d
tion of the long tones was 300, 700, or 1500 ms. All com
nations of short and long tones were tested, giving 12 du
tion conditions illustrated in Fig. 1. Six of these duratio
conditions corresponded to the ‘‘classic’’ configuratio
where the high-level tones were shorter than the low-le
tones~in which continuity is usually reported!, and the other
six duration conditions corresponded to an ‘‘inverted’’ co
figuration where the high-level tones were longer than
low-level tones. The total duration of the sequences
pended on the duration combinations, varying between
and 11.2 s. The sound level of the low-level part of t
reference stimulus was varied randomly from trial to tr
within the set 606$1,3,5% dB. In all analyses and plots, lev
3530e and S. McAdams: Auditory continuity and temporal structure
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els are presented relative to the mean of the roving range~60
dB!. The high-level tones were 6 dB higher than the low
level tones.

There were two types of comparison sequences:~1! a
continuous tone of the same total duration as the referen
sequence, or~2! an intermittent sequence with tones having
the same duration as the high-level tones of the referen
sequence and being separated by pauses of the same dura
as the low-level tones of that sequence. They were presen
at an initial level of 606$7,8,9,10% dB to avoid response
bias. The reference and comparison sequences were se
rated by 800 ms, and the next reference sequence follow
1500 ms later.

4. Procedure

Half the subjects~two experts and two novices! com-
pleted experiment 1 the first day, and then experiment
about a week later. The other half of the subjects complete
the two experiments in the opposite order. The first exper
mental session was preceded by afamiliarization phasein
which all the stimuli were presented to the subjects. The
were questioned as to what they heard in order to verif
whether or not auditory continuity was perceived for eac
duration condition. The familiarization phase was followed
by a test phasecomposed of 72 trials~6 duration conditions,
2 stimulus configurations, 6 repetitions!. Each trial consisted
of the repeated alternation between the reference and co
parison sequences. During this alternation, the level of th
comparison sequence could be adjusted with a single-tu
potentiometer. Subjects could listen to the alternation a
many times as necessary to make a satisfactory match,
which point they signaled the computer to record the level o
the comparison sequence by pressing a button. The listen
aligned the turnpot to a fixed reference point at the beginnin
of each trial. Subjects were instructed to~a! match the loud-
ness of the intermittent comparison sequence to that of wh
they perceived as intermittent in the reference sequence,
~b! match the loudness of the continuous comparison s
quence to that of what they perceived as continuous in th

FIG. 1. Experiments 1 and 3: Stimuli used in the classic and inverted co
figurations~high-and low-level tone durations in ms!.
3531 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 106, No. 6, December 1999 C. Drak
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reference sequence. The stimuli were presented in a ran
order. Six measures were made in each experimental co
tion. The dependent measure was the adjustment ‘‘error’’~in
dB! between the adjusted level of the comparison seque
~intermittent level5LI ; continuous level5LC! and that of
the targeted part of the reference sequence~low level5LL ;
high level5LH! ~error5LL2LC or LH2LI!. The experiment
lasted about 2 h per subject, with a pause halfway throug
the session.

B. Results

1. Subjective descriptions

In the familiarization phase at the beginning of the fi
experimental session, subjects were asked to describe th
sequences. No reference was made to the continuity phen
enon. In the classic configurations, 94% of the respon
indicated the phenomenon, whereas only 42% indicated
phenomenon in the inverted configurations. The percent
reports of the phenomenon were more divergent across
two classes of stimuli for the expert group than for the no
ice group ~classic: novices588% and experts5100%, in-
verted: novices563% and experts521%!, and were inde-
pendent of the temporal combination.

2. Classic configuration

Figure 2 shows the mean adjusted levels for the cla
and inverted duration conditions. For thecontinuousadjust-
able tones, matches were extremely accurate~mean
adjustment559.9 dB; mean adjustment error559.9260.0
520.1 dB!. A single-samplet-test revealed that the mea
adjustment error did not differ significantly from zero. Th
matched level did not vary with the duration conditions:
mixed analysis of variance~ANOVA ! on the mean adjust
ment errors by group~novices/experts!, duration of high-
level tones~50 or 100 ms!, duration of low-level tones~300,
700, or 1500 ms!, and repetition~6! revealed no significan
differences.

However, for the intermittent adjustable sequence
matches were quite different from the physical levels~mean
adjustment560.8 dB; mean adjustment error560.8266.0
525.2 dB!, indicating that subjects systematicallyunderes-
timated the level of the intermittent tones. A single-samp
t-test revealed that the mean adjustment error differed
nificantly from zero @t(7)55.6; p,0.001#. A mixed
ANOVA on the mean adjustment errors by group~novices/
experts!, duration of high-level tones~50 or 100 ms!, dura-
tion of low-level tones~300, 700, or 1500 ms!, and repetition
~6! revealed no significant differences between the t
groups of subjects or over the six repetitions. The duration
the high-level tones did not influence the matches but
duration of the low-level tones did@F(2,12)59.17, p
,0.01#: Fig. 2 shows that the longer the low-level tones, t
greater the adjustment error~difference fromLH!.

Thus, in these classic conditions, adjustment errors c
responded to the patterns expected if subjects were ex
encing the continuity phenomenon. The phenomenon
greater when the low-level tones were longer.

n-
3531e and S. McAdams: Auditory continuity and temporal structure
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FIG. 2. Experiment 1: Solid-line curves represent mean levels adjusted to match the loudness of the continuous and intermittent comparison seques for the
six duration conditions. The data are averaged over groups, repetitions, and the short-tone durations~50 and 100 ms!. Note that the abscissa corresponds
the durations of the longer tones~low-level for the classic configurations and high-level for the inverted configurations!. Horizontal lines indicate physica
levels of low- and high- level tones in the reference sequences. Error bars~where visible! indicate61 standard error. Dashed and dotted curves repre
predictions based on subject means weighted for duration with attentional focus on high-level~dashed! and low-level~dotted! parts of the reference sequenc
~see Sec. V!.
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3. Inverted configuration

For thecontinuousadjustable tones, systematic adju
ment errors were observed~mean adjustment562.9 dB;
mean adjustment error562.9260.0512.9 dB!, indicating
that contrary to the classic conditions, subjects system
cally overestimatedthe level of the continuous tones.
single-samplet-test revealed that the mean adjustment er
differed significantly from zero@t(7)57.4, p,0.001#. A
mixed ANOVA on the mean adjustment errors by gro
~novices/experts!, duration of high-level tones~300, 700, or
1500 ms!, duration of low-level tones~50 or 100 ms!, and
repetition~6! revealed only a significant effect of high-lev
tone duration @F(2,12)510.24, p,0.01#: the longer the
high-level tone, the higher the level match of the continuo
tones.

For the intermittent adjustable sequence, systema
matches were also observed~mean adjustment564.5 dB;
mean adjustment error564.5266.0521.5 dB!, indicating
that subjects systematicallyunderestimatedthe level of the
intermittent tones. A single-samplet-test revealed that the
mean adjustment error differed significantly from ze
@ t(7)58.7, p,0.001#. A mixed ANOVA on the mean ad-
justment errors by group~novices/experts!, duration of low-
level tones~50 or 100 ms!, duration of high-level tones~300,
700, or 1500 ms!, and repetition~6! revealed no significan
differences between the two groups of subjects or over
six repetitions. As for the continuous adjustable tones,
duration of the low-level tones did not influence the match
but the duration of the high-level tones did@F(2,12)
522.96,p,0.001#: the longer the high-level tone, the high
the adjusted level of the intermittent tones.

Thus, in these inverted conditions, adjustment errors
3532 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 106, No. 6, December 1999 C. Drak
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not correspond to the patterns expected if subjects were
periencing the continuity phenomenon. Instead, the matc
suggest that subjects were adjusting to an intermediate le
the estimation of which was affected by the duration of t
high-level tones.

C. Discussion

We have identified some temporal constraints on
continuity phenomenon: it is only observed if the old info
mation temporally dominates the new information, that
the low-level tones must be equal to or longer than the hi
level tones. The strength of the phenomenon varied with
temporal sequence structure. Greater underestimations o
level of the intermittent sequence were observed when
low-level tones were longer, suggesting a stronger phen
enon. This could be due either to the ratio between the
rations of the high- and low-level tones, or to the increas
duration of the duty cycle. Experiment 2 will separate the
two factors. However, when the phenomenon was not p
ceived, listeners adjusted both the high- and low-level to
towards an intermediate level which increased with lon
durations. The adjustment behaviors are thus both quan
tively and qualitatively different for the two classes
stimuli ~those that induce the phenomenon and those tha
not!.

In order to investigate the relation between subject
reports of the illusion and adjustment errors, two adjustm
data sets were created: for each of the 12 temporal co
tions, subjects were classified according to whether they
ported the phenomenon or not. Very similar patterns of ov
and underestimation were observed in the two data sets,
3532e and S. McAdams: Auditory continuity and temporal structure
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FIG. 3. Experiment 2: Mean levels adjusted for th
continuous and intermittent comparison sequences
justed to the classic, equal, and inverted configuratio
where the duty-cycle duration was varied systema
cally. The data are averaged over high/low duration
tios and repetitions. Error bars indicate61 standard
error.
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again emphasizing the fundamental nature of this phen
enon.

For the classic conditions, the phenomenon was surp
ingly robust because it was not influenced by listeners’
perience with listening to sequences~novice/expert!, nor by
repeated exposure to the phenomenon~repetitions!. How-
ever, the instructions in this experiment may have facilita
the phenomenon because subjects were asked to adj
continuous tone, thus emphasizing the phenomenon. In
this may have led to confusion for the listeners in the
verted conditions where they reported hearing the contin
phenomenon only 42% of the time. Instructions which do
orient the listener toward the phenomenon will be used
experiment 3.

II. EXPERIMENT 2: DUTY-CYCLE DURATION OR
DURATION RATIO?

In experiment 1, we examined two extreme tempo
conditions: in the classic configuration the high-level ton
were very short~50 or 100 ms! and in the inverted configu
ration the low-level tones were very short~50 or 100 ms!.
We observed two distinct percepts~phenomenon or no phe
nomenon!. But what happens between these two extrem
Does the phenomenon become progressively less stron
the temporal conditions change or is there an abrupt pas
from the presence to the absence of the phenomenon?
tested these two possibilities by examining a range of
quences which varies systematically along two continua:
total duty-cycle duration and the duration ratio betwe
high- and low-level tones.

A. Method

Eight new novice subjects with normal hearing parti
pated in the experiment. They were all psychology stude
at the Universite´ RenéDescartes. The same apparatus a
procedure was used as in experiment 1. Fifteen seque
were constructed which varied in the duty-cycle duration a
ratio between the duration of high- and low-level tone
Three duration ratios were examined: ‘‘classic,’’ where t
high-level tones were half the duration of the low-level ton
~ratio 1:2!, ‘‘equal,’’ where the high- and low-level tone
were the same duration~ratio 1:1!, and ‘‘inverted,’’ where
3533 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 106, No. 6, December 1999 C. Drak
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the high-level tones were twice as long as the low-level to
~ratio 2:1!. For each duration ratio, the duty cycle varied
total duration~ratios 1:2 and 2:1—50/100, 100/200, 150/30
300/600, 350/700, 700/1400 ms, ratio 1:1—100/100, 3
300, 700/700 ms!. All other experimental details were iden
tical to experiment 1.

B. Results

1. Subjective descriptions

Subjects were asked to describe each temporal comb
tion. Contrary to expectations~the phenomenon should onl
be perceived if old temporally dominates the new, i.e., o
in classic and equal conditions!, all subjects described per
ceiving the phenomenon in all 15 duration conditions, w
the exception of two subjects in the 50/100-ms condit
who were unable to describe the sequence.

2. Duty-cycle duration

Figure 3 shows the mean adjusted levels averaged ac
the three duration ratios for each of the duty-cycle duratio
In accordance with the subjective descriptions, adjusted
els for all 15 duration conditions followed the pattern ass
ciated with the perceived phenomenon~continuous correctly
matched, intermittent underestimated!. In all cases, for the
continuous comparison sequences, a single-samplet-test re-
vealed that the mean adjustment errors~difference fromLL!
did not differ significantly from zero, and for the intermitten
comparison sequence, a single-samplet-test revealed that the
mean adjustment errors~difference fromLH! differed signifi-
cantly from zero@t(7)56.7, p,0.001#. Noteworthy is the
fact that the size of the phenomenon~degree of underestima
tion! is constant across the different duration conditions, t
is, it is unaffected by the duty-cycle duration and durati
ratios examined here. A repeated-measures ANOVA on
mean adjustment errors for the continuous and intermit
comparison sequences by condition~15! revealed no signifi-
cant difference between the conditions. Whereas only a l
ited range of ratios was examined, limiting conclusions
the moment, the duty-cycle durations covered the wide ra
of durations which could feasibly induce the phenomen
Duty-cycle duration did not therefore appear to influence
perception of the phenomenon.
3533e and S. McAdams: Auditory continuity and temporal structure
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3. Duration ratios

In order to compare a wider range of duration ratio
Fig. 4 presents the mean adjusted levels and subjective
scriptions for the 12 ratios used in experiment 1 and the th
ratios used in experiment 2. The ratios ranged here from 1
~classic—50/1500 ms! to 30:1 ~inverted—1500/50 ms!, the
wide range of duration ratios which could feasibly induce
phenomenon. The two predicted matching patterns were
served which corresponded with the subjective descriptio
that for the continuity phenomenon on the left of the figu
and that without the phenomenon on the right of the figu
Three points are noteworthy. First, as predicted, the phen
enon was observed for all ratios in which the old was lon
than the new, but also for the inverted configuration wh
the new was twice as long as the old~2:1!. Above this ratio,
the phenomenon was less frequently observed. Second, w
the phenomenon was perceived, the smaller the high/low
ration ratio, the greater the underestimation of the leve
the intermittent sequence. Underestimation was greates
the highest ratios~26 dB for 1:30 and 1:14!, decreasing
progressively to22 dB for the 1:2, 1:1, and 2:1 ratios. Sep
rate repeated-measures ANOVAs for the continuous and
termittent sequences on the mean adjustment errors fo
seven ratios yielding reports of the phenomenon reveale
significant main effect of ratio for the intermittent compa
son sequences@F(1,6)514.6,p,0.001# but not the continu-
ous sequences. Third, when the phenomenon was not
ceived, the adjustments appeared to correspond to a g
mean level: the adjustments increased gradually as the
tive duration of the high tones increased, thus correspond
to an increase in mean level. A repeated-measures ANO
on the mean adjustment errors for the four largest high/
duration ratios yielding fewer reports of the phenomen
revealed significant increases for both the continuous
intermittent comparison sequences.

FIG. 4. Experiments 1 and 2: Percentage reports of the continuity phen
enon~upper panel! and mean adjusted levels for the continuous and in
mittent comparison sequences~lower panel! as a function of the ratio be-
tween the durations of high- and low-level tones. The data are averaged
three duty-cycle durations, groups, and repetitions. Error bars indicate61
standard error.
3534 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 106, No. 6, December 1999 C. Drak
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C. Discussion

The results from experiments 1 and 2 indicate that
continuity phenomenon only occurred when the duration
the high-level tones was not too long in relation to the lo
level tones: they must be in a ratio of at most 2:1. In the
conditions, the smaller the ratio, the stronger the pheno
enon. The duty-cycle duration does not influence the stren
of the phenomenon. There was not an abrupt transition fr
the perception of the phenomenon to the absence of the
nomenon, but rather a gradual change from one state to
other, with a gradual decrease in the strength of the phen
enon as indicated by the decreases in the underestimatio
the level of the intermittent sequence.

III. EXPERIMENT 3: INSTRUCTIONS EMPHASIZING
THE RHYTHMIC STRUCTURE

In experiments 1 and 2, the instructions could be co
sidered as facilitating the phenomenon because subjects
asked to adjust the intensity of a continuous compari
tone, thus emphasizing the phenomenon. Here, we tes
robustness by comparing the previous results with those
tained with instructions which draw listeners’ attention to t
rhythmic structure rather than to an eventual continuity:
teners were required to adjust two intermittent comparis
sequences, each corresponding to the duration of either
high- or low-level tones in the reference sequence. T
rhythmic task might be considered to require listeners to
cus on either the high- or the low-level tones independen
in the reference sequence in order to match levels with
comparison sequence. However, if the phenomenon is c
pelling and unavoidable, then adjusting the comparison
quence with the low-level rhythm should correspond to
same pattern of results as in experiment 1, otherwise
might expect listeners to correctly match the physical lev
in the reference sequence.

A. Method

The same eight subjects~four novices and four experts!
as in experiment 1 participated in this experiment. Half t
subjects~two experts and two novices! completed experi-
ment 1 the first day, and then experiment 3 about a w
later. The other half of the subjects did the two experime
in the opposite order. The same apparatus was used a
experiments 1 and 2. The reference sequences were iden
to those in experiment 1. The comparison sequences w
intermittent tones with the same onset and offset duration
either ~a! the high-level tones or~b! the low-level tones in
the reference sequences. They thus emphasized the rhyt
structure rather than the continuity phenomenon. All oth
details were as described previously. Subjects were
structed to adjust the level of the intermittent sequence
match that of the tones with the same rhythm in the refere
sequence.

B. Results and discussion

1. Subjective descriptions

As for experiment 1, subjects were asked to describe
12 sequences at the beginning of the first experimental
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sion. No mention was made to the continuity phenomen
In the classic configuration, 90% of the responses indica
the phenomenon, whereas only 45% indicated the phen
enon in the inverted configuration. The percentage report
the phenomenon were more divergent across the two cla
of stimuli for the expert group than for the novice group a
were independent of the duration conditions.

2. Classic configuration

For the rhythm corresponding to thelow-level ~long-
duration! tones, matches were extremely accurate~mean
adjustment559.9 dB, mean adjustment error559.9260.0
50.1 dB! ~see Fig. 5!. A single-samplet-test revealed tha
the mean adjustment error did not differ significantly fro
zero. A mixed ANOVA on the mean adjustment errors
group ~novices/experts!, duration of high-level tones~50 or
100 ms!, duration of low-level tones~300, 700, or 1500 ms!,
and repetition~6! revealed no significant differences.

However, for the rhythm corresponding to thehigh-level
~short-duration! tones, adjustment were far from accura
~mean adjustment561.4 dB; mean adjustment error561.4
266.0524.6 dB!, indicating that subjects systematical
underestimatedthe level of these tones. A mixed ANOVA

FIG. 5. Experiment 3: Mean adjusted levels for the intermittent compar
sequences for the 12 duration conditions averaged over groups, repeti
and short-tone durations. Error bars indicate61 standard error.
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on the mean adjustment errors by group~novices/experts!,
duration of high-level tones~50 or 100 ms!, duration of low-
level tones~300, 700, or 1500 ms!, and repetition~6! re-
vealed no significant differences between the two groups
subjects or over the six repetitions. The duration of the hi
level tones did not influence the matches but the duration
the low-level tones did@F(2,12)53.17, p,0.04#: Fig. 5
shows that the longer the low-level tone, the greater the
justment error.

Thus, as for experiment 1, adjustment errors cor
sponded to the patterns expected if subjects were experi
ing the continuity phenomenon. The phenomenon w
greater when the low-level tones were longer.

3. Inverted configuration

For the rhythm corresponding to thelow-level ~short-
duration! tones, systematic adjustment errors were obser
~mean adjustment563.2 dB; mean adjustment error563.2
260.0513.2 dB!, indicating that subject systematicall
overestimatedtheir level. A single-samplet-test revealed tha
the mean adjustment error differed significantly from ze
@ t(7)58.4, p,0.001#. A mixed ANOVA on the mean ad-
justment errors by group~novices/experts!, duration of high-
level tones~300, 700, or 1500 ms!, duration of low-level
tones~50 or 100 ms!, and repetition~6! revealed no signifi-
cant differences, although the same tendency descr
above was observed here: the longer the high-level tone
higher the adjustment of the low-level tones.

For the rhythm corresponding to thehigh-level ~long-
duration! tones, systematic adjustments were also obser
~mean adjustment56622564 dB, mean adjustment erro
522.0 dB!, indicating that subjects systematicallyunderes-
timated their level. A single-samplet-test revealed that the
mean adjustment error differed significantly from ze
@ t(7)59.2, p,0.001#. An ANOVA on the mean adjustmen
errors by group~novices/experts!, duration of low-level
tones~50 or 100 ms!, duration of high-level tones~300, 700,
or 1500 ms!, and repetition~6! revealed no significant differ-
ences between the two groups of subjects or over the
repetitions. The duration of the low-level tones did not infl
ence the adjustments but the duration of the high-level to
did @F(2,12)55.35,p,0.02#: the longer the high-level tone
the higher the adjustment of those tones.

Thus, as for experiment 1, in these inverted conditio
adjustment errors did not correspond to the patterns expe
if subjects were experiencing the continuity phenomen
Instead, the matches suggest that subjects were adjusting
duration-weighted mean level: the adjusted levels increa
as the relative duration of the high-level tones increased

4. Comparison of experiments 1 and 3

The results obtained here are almost identical to th
obtained in experiment 1. To test for an order effect refle
ing the possibility that instructions emphasizing the pheno
enon may influence its perception in later conditions,
results of experiments 1 and 3 were compared in a mi
ANOVA on the mean adjustment errors by group~novices/
experts!, duration of high-level tones~50 or 100 ms!, dura-
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es
tion of low-level tones~300, 700, or 1500 ms!, repetition~6!,
and order~experiment 1/3; 3/1!. Particularly worthy of note
here is that the order of presentation of the two experime
and all of its interactions are not statistically significant, r
ing out the possibility that the similarity in the data is due
contamination from the instructions orienting listeners
ward the continuity phenomenon in experiment 1. The si
larity of results from experiments 1 and 3 also occurs des
a different matching stimulus for the low-level tone, a co
tinuous tone in experiment 1, and an intermittent tone
experiment 3. This suggests that the overestimation of
fainter sound’s loudness was not a consequence of the
match between standard and comparison stimuli~continuous/
intermittent or intermittent/ continuous!. Thus, the phenom
enon is surprisingly robust because it occurs even w
instructions should not favor perception of the phenome
and should indeed create a bias toward perceptually dec
posing the sequence.

IV. GENERAL DISCUSSION

According to the Auditory Scene Analysis framewo
proposed by Bregman~1990!, the continuity phenomenon
results from a primitive organizational process by which
auditory system is predisposed to expect existing sound
continue throughout new events if no evidence exists to
dicate that they have stopped. In this way, listeners orga
the sequence into two streams. In the present case, the
tinuous tone is one stream~the old information! and the se-
ries of intermittent tones another~the new information!. We
have provided evidence of the presence of this phenome
by asking listeners to adjust the perceived level of e
stream separately. When the sequence is organized into
streams, the continuity phenomenon is perceived: the leve
the low-level tones is correctly adjusted but there is a s
tematic underestimation of the level of the high-level ton
This underestimation suggests that the perceived level o
intermittent part~the new information! is derived from the
high level by subtracting out the part assigned to the
stream.

Evidence in favor of the primitive nature of this ph
nomenon has been provided in three ways. First, the stre
of the phenomenon is unaffected by the task: extremely s
lar underestimations of the level of the intermittent ton
were obtained in both experiment 1 when the instructio
emphasized the phenomenon and in experiment 3 when
instructions emphasized a different organizational princip
namely the interleaved rhythmic structure. The phenome
occurs even when the listeners were asked to think abou
stimuli in a different way. Second, it is thought that music
expertise often results in an enhanced ability to listen se
tively to particular aspects of a sequence, and so we co
have expected that musicians would be more resistant to
phenomenon: their adjustments might have been more
idical. However, this was not the case: no differences w
observed between the musician and nonmusician listen
Finally, repeated listening to the stimuli in our sequenc
could have led to more veridical adjustments. This was
the case either, as no improvements were observed over
3536 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 106, No. 6, December 1999 C. Drak
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etitions. The phenomenon therefore appears to be par
larly robust.

The main aim of this series of experiments was to est
lish whether the temporal structure of the old and new inf
mation influences the continuity phenomenon. Previous s
ies have tended to use only conditions in which the ti
period occupied by the old information alone is equal to
longer than that occupied by the combination of the old a
new information. Is this just a random sampling error,
have researchers implicitly used the duration conditions
der which the phenomenon is most clearly demonstrat
The latter is probably the case because we have dem
strated that the phenomenon only occurs under particular
ration conditions: the old sounds must be relatively well
tablished in relation to the new sounds. In experiments 1
3 we have shown that the phenomenon only occurs when
low-level tones~the old information! are almost equal to o
longer than the high-level tones. In both these experime
we used extremely long~300, 700, and 1500 ms! and short
~50 and 100 ms! tones. In experiment 2, we used the who
range of durations in order to examine the importance of
duty-cycle duration and duration ratios between the old a
new information. Whereas the duty-cycle duration did n
affect the degree of under- and overestimation, the rela
duration is revealed to be the determining factor of whet
or not the phenomenon is observed. More precisely, the h
low duration ratio must be at most 2:1. Warren~1994! states
that continuity is reported when intermittent tones do n
exceed 300 ms. Our results are coherent with this statem
~the phenomenon is not observed in the inverted conditi
where the intermittent/loud tones were 700 and 1500 m!.
Contrary to previous assumptions~Houtgast, 1972; Warren
et al., 1972!, and in agreement with data provided by Warr
et al. ~1994!, the phenomenon is not all or nothing: i
strength varies with the duration conditions, the degree
underestimation becoming greater as the high/low ratio
creases. This suggests that the more the old informa
dominates the new information, the stronger the tendenc
perceptually organize the sequence according to this s
egy.

Another issue concerns how well listeners are able
adjust loudness under various duration conditions, eit
when the continuity phenomenon is perceived or not. W
have shown previously~McAdams et al., 1998! that tradi-
tional loudness models positing precise loudness percep
predict that tones should be adjusted close to the phys
levels~66 dB for the long/high-level tones and 60 dB for th
short/low-level tones!. This is not what is observed for eithe
the intermittent stream in the classic configurations nor
the inverted configurations. For the classic configuratio
adjusted levels are those predicted by a pressure subtra
model~McAdamset al., 1998! if the long/low-level tone du-
ration is 1500 ms, but this predicted level is progressiv
overestimated as the duration of the tones decreases. In
inverted configurations, the intermittent/high-level ton
were systematically underestimated~64.7 and 64.0 dB in ex-
periments 1 and 3, respectively! and the continuous/low-
level tones were systematically overestimated~62.9 and 63.2
dB, respectively!.
3536e and S. McAdams: Auditory continuity and temporal structure
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Various explanations can be proposed for these syst
atic adjustment errors. A first possibility may be that liste
ers adjust towards amean level~63.0 dB!. Averaged over the
different duration conditions and experiments, these pre
tions are quite close to the data for the inverted configura
~long/high-level563.6 dB, short/low-level563.0 dB!. How-
ever, this explains neither the effect of duration conditi
~adjusted levels were higher for greater long/short ratio!,
nor the different adjustments for the high- and low-lev
tones. Further, the predictions are nowhere near the dat
the classic configuration.

Second, aduration-weighted mean, taking into consid-
eration the relative long-term contributions of the long- a
short-duration levels~computed over the duration of th
stimulus sequence!, could explain the duration condition e
fect because the level of the longer tones would affect
mean more than the level of the shorter tones. However,
the inverted conditions the theoretical duration-weigh
means~64.8, 65.4, and 65.7 dB for 300, 700, and 1500 m
respectively! were considerably higher than the adjusted le
els, whereas for the classic conditions, the duration-weigh
means were in between the adjusted levels for the 300-
700-ms long-tone durations~61.2 and 60.6 dB, respectively!
and above the adjusted levels for the 1500-ms duration~60.3
dB!. In all of these cases, calculations based on acou
pressure units are nearly identical to results obtained w
loudness units~sones! are used and then reconverted to d
While the duration-weighted mean varies with the durat
of the long-duration tones, it cannot account for the diff
ence between adjustments for the long- and short-dura
tones in either of the two stimulus configurations, since th
are no free parameters in the equation related to focusin
a given subset of tones in the stimulus sequence.

A third possibility is that the relative weights accorde
to the long-duration and short-duration tones may be mo
fied by attentional focusingon them. In developing a mode
for this effect, we assume that listeners focus on high-
low-level tones~or long- or short-duration tones, accordin
to the task instructions! and that this focusing is not perfectl
selective, along a sensory dimension that we assume for
plicity’s sake to be isomorphic to level, thus allowing influ
ence from the other type of tone due to both tones stimu
ing largely the same population of auditory fibers. W
hypothesize that the relative weighting of high- and lo
level tones in their contribution to the perceived loudne
would be different when attention is directed to one or
other~in an attempt to match their loudness! and that differ-
ences should also occur between classic and inverted
figurations due to the different perceptual representati
upon which the focusing operates. Our model for weight
the levels with respect to relative duration and attentio
focus is given in Eq.~1!

Ladj5a3
DL

DL1DH
3LL1b3

DH

DL1DH
3LH , ~1!

where Ladj is the adjusted level,DL is the duration of the
low-level tone,DH is the duration of the high-level tone,LL

is the level~in dB! of the low-level tone,LH is the level~in
dB! of the high-level tone, anda andb are the weights for
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low-level and high-level tones, respectively, for a given
tentional focus. Since levels, durations, and mean adju
levels ~combined across 50-ms and 100-ms short-dura
tones and using 75 ms as the duration! are known, we solve
the simultaneous equations for the three pairs of lo
duration tones~300, 700, 1500 ms! to determinea and b.
For example, in the inverted configuration the three eq
tions would be:

Ladj~300!50.2360a10.8366b512.0a152.8b

@DL575 ms,DH5300 ms#, ~2!

Ladj~700!50.097360a10.903366b55.64a159.60b

@DL575 ms,DH5700 ms#, ~3!

Ladj~1500!50.048360a10.952366b52.88a162.83b

@DL575 ms,DH51500 ms#. ~4!

Each equation can be rewritten in terms ofa, e.g., for
300 and 700 ms

a5
Ladj~300!252.80b

12.0
, ~5!

a5
Ladj~700!259.60b

5.64
. ~6!

Assuminga equal in both cases, we solve forb

b5
12.03Ladj~700!25.643Ladj~300!

417.41
, ~7!

by inserting the mean adjusted levels for a given subjec
Eq. ~7!. Doing this for the three pairs~300–700, 300–1500
700–1500! gives three values ofb which are averaged fo
each subject, since we assume that relative duration doe
affect the attentional focus on high-level or low-level ton
in either configuration. The meanb is reinserted into Eqs
~2!–~4! to obtain three values ofa which are then averaged
The aim is to estimate a single set of coefficients for
temporal relations of a given stimulus configuration~classic,
inverted! and focusing strategy~high-level tones, low-level
tones!. It is important to note that differences in the patte
of a andb across stimulus configurations and focusing str
egies include differences due to the percept, i.e., no cont
ity in inverted and continuity~and thus the old-plus-new sub
tractive mechanism! in classic configurations. Plugging th
mean coefficients averaged across subjects back into Eq~1!
gives the model predictions plotted in Fig. 2. A close cor
spondence exists between observed and predicted va
when means are weighted both for duration and attentio
focus. The mean values ofa andb and their standard error
across subjects are plotted in Fig. 6 for the two stimu
configurations and two focusing conditions. If both coef
cients have values close to 1, the duration-weighted m
accounts for the data. It is clear from this figure that bo
stimulus configuration and attentional focus affect the re
tive weights of the component tones in the sequence as
contribute to loudness.

These pairs of weighting coefficients vary in an intere
ing way across stimulus configurations and focusing stra
3537e and S. McAdams: Auditory continuity and temporal structure
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gies ~Fig. 6!. First, short- and long-duration tones do n
have the same pattern of coefficients across stimulus
figurations: focusing on low-level tones in the classic co
figuration is not the same as focusing on high-level tone
the inverted configuration and vice versa, suggesting that
differences between configurations are not due simply t
reversal of the high and low levels on the short and lo
durations. Second, high- and low-level tones do not have
same pattern across stimulus configurations: low-level c
sic is not the same as low-level inverted and high-level c
sic is not the same as high-level inverted, suggesting tha
duration differences across configurations are critical to
perceived loudnesses. Both of these results are consi
with the differences in reports of the continuity phenomen
given by our subjects. Third,a and b are affected both by
the stimulus configuration and by the focusing strategy.
the classic configuration, the weight on the low-level tone
determined entirely by the relative duration (a51), whereas
the weight on the high-level tones increases (b.1) when
they are the object of focus and decreases (b,1) when they
are not. A nearly inverse pattern exists for the inverted c
figuration: the weight on the high-level tones is largely d
termined by relative duration (b>1), whereas the weight on
the low-level tones is determined by relative durationa
>1) when they are not the object of focus and paradoxic
decreases (a,1) when they are, indicating an overbearin
influence of the high-level tones when trying to focus on
loudness of the short-duration, low-level tones in the
verted configuration.

In summary, the homophonic continuity phenomenon
the classic stimulus configuration is quite robust with resp
to task instructions, listener expertise or training, and
peated exposure to the task. The phenomenon depends o
relative durations of high- and low-level tones and appear
require that the low-level portions temporally dominate t
high-level portions, or at least that the ratio of their duratio
~high/low! be at most 2:1, in order to be perceived syste
atically. In stimulus conditions in which short-duration ton

FIG. 6. Coefficients for the model that weight the levels according to r
tive duration and attentional focusing in loudness matches. Classic stim
configuration in the left panel and inverted configuration in the right pa
3538 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 106, No. 6, December 1999 C. Drak
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alternate with long-duration tones, the effect of longer ton
on loudness matches cannot be explained only by a sim
mechanism involving the global level accumulated over
entire duty cycle, but also seems to involve a relative att
tional weighting of the high- and low-level portions in in
verted conditions and of the continuous and intermitt
streams in the classic conditions. This attentional focusin
not perfectly selective and part of the unfocused portion
pears to influence the perceived loudness. The nature of
relative weighting is clearly different for classic and invert
conditions: it involves an inversion of the high- and low
level weights suggesting quite different underlying sens
representations for the two stimulus configurations, con
tent with subjective reports concerning the presence of
continuity phenomenon.
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